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HE estimation of the heating requirements o i buildings is tlla most
fundamental practice af the heating and ventilating engineer. It has

T

been the subject .of continuous study since the heating of buildings
became an important branch of . t h e -engineering industry. The determination
of the heating load of :a budding requires first, knowledge concerning heat
transfer and infiltration through .the .various types of construction invoIved
for a practical range-af temperainre differences and wind velocities; secolrd,
knowledge concerning the weather conditions. to which the building will he
subjected; third, knowledge ~ o n c e r n i n g ~ ~ tproper
h e , application of the items listed
in formulae to give the resultant heat loss from the completed buiIding o r room
under consideration.
During recent years research has been~,clirected more intensively toward the
extension of the available clata on heat transfer and infiltration, and a s a
result, these data ? a r e now better understood than the facts concerning the
probable temperatures, wind velocities, sun effect, heat capacity, and other
environmental conditions and their use in the calculation of the final results,
This subject was approved as a major research project by the Committee on
Research last summer, and a Technical Advisory Committee under the chairmanship of D. S. Boyden was appointed.
X great deal of consicleration has since been given to plans for this study by
the Committee, including the collection of data on the over-all heat ctemancls
of existing buildings, an analysis of weather .bureau data' for various localities
wit11 a view of determining the combined effect.-of wind and outside temperature,
and more intensive studies of the heat loss from a few indiviciuai rooms in
existing buildiqgs. It was agreed to .concentrate for the present on the third
type of study, namely, investigations of individual rooms in existing buildings.
Data were collected cluring the past heating season in buildings in a number of
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geographical locations, including the study here reported, which was
eight rooms in the Grant Building, Figs. 1 and 2.
T h e Grant Building is a modern 40-story office building of the
skyscraper type built in 1926. T h e building is normally heated by a
tial vapor system using enclosed copper convectors below all windows.

made in
set-back
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chosen on the 7th floor; 726 facing Third Avenue o r the southwest, 707 facing
Grant Street o r the northwest, and 705 facing Fourth Avenue o r the northeast.
No typical roon~swere available for test on the fourth side of the building which
was devoted largely to corridors and elevator space. The three rooms on the
7th floor were chosen to represent difierent exposures in the l o ~ r ~ eportion
r
of
the building, where the heating demands might be affected by other buildings in
the vicinity.
Buildings across the streets which may affect wind movement near these
rooms ant1 their heights are as follows: Across Third Avenue and opposite
room 726 huildings extend to the sixth floor of the Grant Ruiltling; across tlic
corner of Thirrl Avenuc :tnd Grant Strcct there is a three-story builditig; tllc
lot :{crow Grant Strcct near 'I'l~ir~l
i2vcnuc is vac;int; acrocs C;r:int Strcct anrl
opposite room 707, across the corner of Grant Street and Fourth Avcnue, and
across Fourth Avenue and opposite roott~ 705, huildings rise, respectively, to
the levels of the 9tl1. 18111and 14th floors of the Grant Ruiltling. Thirtl Arcnuc,
Grant Street and 1;ottth Avenue, are respectively, 37, 88 and 58 ft wide from
building to building.

A single room, 1818, was chosen on the 18th floor facing Third Avenue
or the so~~thwest,
to represent conditions in tlie middle o r the neutral zonc of
the huiltling.

of heat supply is obtained by varying the pressure of the steam supplied to the
system from a small positive pressure in cold weather t o the required vacuum
in mild weather.
T h e rooms were chosen so as to give data on the heating denland of the
different sides of the building on a given floor as affected by outside weather
conditions and data concerning the relation of elevation t o heat demand due to
exposure t o wind and the chimney effect of the building. Three rooms were

Four rooms were chosen on the 27th floor; 2718 facing Third Avenuc or
south\vest, 2715 facinl: Grant Street o r northwest, 2703 facing Fourth Avenue
or northeast, and 2706 on the north corner facing both Grant Street and Fourth
Avenue. These roon?s ere chosen t o represent the different directions of
exposure in the upper portion of the building. \Vith the exception of the
corner room, 2706, all roonis had hut one exposure, with similarly heated
offices on either side as well as abgve and below. The three rooms facing
Third Avenue on the 7th, 18th and 27th floors were similarly located \rith
respect to the plan of the building so as to eliminate the effect of slight
variations in location on the floor.
Each room studied was equipped with electrical heaters located directly
below the copper steam convector wit11 the cabinet extended down\rard to 3 in.
from the floor so as to enclose the electrical heater. The convection currents
of air passed upnards through tlie steam heating unit and into the r o o n ~
through the same grille u~hichis used when heating the room with steam. The
arrangement of the electrical heaters with respect to the convector and its
enclosure, the witidow and other details is shown in Fig. 3. and Xvns ohserved
by the use of snloke to give convection currents of air into the room of the same
temperature, velocit? and direction as given by normal operation of the stcnm
systen1.
The electrical heaters were arranged so that a capacity of 2.560 Rtu per hour
was always controlled by an "on" and "off" thermostat located 36 in. ahove t l ~ e
floor in the center of the room and slliel~led frotn view of the winrlow ancl
convector cahinet. .4 s i t ~ ~ p arrange~nent
le
of switcl~ic~g
made it possible to acIrI
ad~litionalor auxiliary heating capacity in units of 6-40. 1.280. n ~ ~ 2,560
rl
R~II
per hour, accnrrlitig to tllr heating demand. This gave a very satisfactor!. ant1
flexible control without the disturbing effect of throwing the entire l i e n t i l ~ ~
load of the room on and off. Each time upon passing tllrnllgh the roolllc

.

tlie attendant adjusted the auxiliary heating capacity in a n attempt to make
it atirl that controlled by the thermostat just a little greater than sufficient t o
niailitain tlie desired room temperature. All current supplied t o each room for
tlie heating units, light and other uses passed through a n integrating watt-hour
~iteterIiavirig dials which coulrl he read to zk 5 watt-hours o r 17 Btu.
Temperatures were observed by thermocouples, a t various heights between
the ceiling and floor in tlie center of the rooms, at a single location in eacli of

HEATER
A N D TESTEQUIPMENT
FIG. 3. TEST R W M SHOWING
A-Original convector cabinet
B-Electric heater
C-Extended convector cabinet
D-Air
inlet to cabinet
P-Thermostat at 364". level
C-Power
F-Control line
panel
H-Precision lmtentiometer and auxiliary 4 n i ~
mcnt arranged for wrtable use
I-Galvanometer
I-Selective thermoeots le switch
K-Thermocouple for o!rerving air temperature
3 it from outside of ,window
L-Thermometers for observtng m i l d e and outride a i r temperatures
If- lnclinrd manometer for n b ~ e r ~ i nt,reiwre
g
diffcrrnce ocrors wlndow
the adjoining rooms, of tlie surface of the ceiling and floor in tlie middle u i
tlie test room, tlie inside surface of eacli of the four n a l l s of the test rooin, the
glass surface, tlie outside air 3 ft away from tlie window, and of tlie outsi(lr
wall surface of the building. Some of these temperatures were cl~cckedby
calibrated mercury thermonleters. T h e preqsrrre drop thro~tgh tlie \vindo\v
was observed I)? a n inclined nianolneter.
Wind velocities three feet away from the building wall were observed by an
mi?nioiiieter held ottt of tlie window of a room adjoining each of the test

roonls. A t a distance of 3 f t from the window the component of the wind
velocity perpendicular t o the building wall and the horizontal and vertical
components parallel to the building wall were observed. A cup anemometer
was located on the top of the Grant Building and connected t o an electrical
counter on the 27th floor. Cotllplete Government Weather Bureau data were
available from the Pittsburgh station located 1320 i t away i n the direction
indicated in Fig. 2.
I n making a test, the observer entered each room a t about 8:00 a. m., turned
off the steam heat which had been left on the night before and turned on the
electric I~eatingunit controlled I)y the tllerti~ostat and a sutlicient nulrlbcr of
auxiliary heaters so that the total was a little gre:ltcr than the heat required to
n~aint:~inthe tlcsircd tri~iperato~-e
\rphen the thernlostat was on. Ohscrvation
of t l ~ croo111 tcmper;~tarc, the tclnperatures of the surrounding rooms a11t1 tile
w;ltt-hour tlietcr reatlings were also nladc on this tour of the eight rooms.
1;requent rounds were made of all the test rooms throughout the day, when
these observations were repeated and the necessary adjustments to the temperature o f the adjoining rooms or to the thermostats in the test rooms were made.
This procedure was continued until 10:00 p. m., when on the last round tlie
observer turned off all electric c o n n e c t i o ~ ~and
s turned o n the steam radiators
before leaving for the night, thus allowit~gthe test rooms to float through tile
night with the same steal11 heat supply ant1 control ;IS was maintninetl in the
rcni:~inrlcr of tllc Iiuildi~lg.
Lcss frequently, :~tlditional rou~ldswere made of thc test rooms when temperatures given by tlie tl~ermocouplesand thertnon~etersin and abolrt tlle roonls
were read ant1 the wintl velocities, 3 f t outside the wintlom, anrl tllr pressure
drops tlirougl~the ~vintlowwere observetl.
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TABLE1. TEST DATAAND RESULTS

Because of the great volume of data collected between January 18, w h m
the tests were started, and April 12, when the last test was made, ant1 because
it was impossibie to analyze any consirlerable number of the restllts while
collecting the data, this report will be limited to an analysis and discussion
of the results obtained from the weather bureau records, the wind velocities
a n d temperatures observetl 3 f t outside o f the individunl test roonls, a t ~ dtlle
tempel-aturcs o f tlic glass surfaces. Table 1 givcs wind velocities and tcmperatures obtainetl from the ~ . e a t h c rbureau recortls and ohserved near the Grant
Building and results calculatetl tllerefrom for the clays st~ldietl. It \rill be
~
telnpemttlres {or the period of the tests on
observed that the t n i n i n ~ u ndaily
these days range fro111 -11 t o 45 F. The mazinlum daily wind velocity
ranged from 8 to 34 n~pll. It sl~oultlbe notetl that the niinimum tenlperature
and maximum mind did not necessarily prevail at the same time.
Column L gives the total solar e n e r m per square foot of I~orizontalsurface
f o r the period f r o n ~sunrise to sunset as rccorrlrtl by the ~ventllcr 1,urcatr i n
Pittshnrgh. Colu~ilt~
hI givcs tlic c a ~ c l l ~ ~ lrn;~xitnurn
tcr~
rate of Ileat flo\\~through
a wiildow from an insitle temperature of 70 I; and the most severe concurring
outside tcniperaturc and mind arlocity recordetl by tlle weatl~cr bureau for
the test perio(1s. These r;ilcc!lntions were baseti upon an insitle glass surface
filn~conrluctance coefficient, f, = 1.65, and an outside cocficicnt, f, = 1.65

+

increased. The average for all tests shows the heat flow calculated from the
observed temperatures and wind velocities outside of the window to be 83.6
per cent and the heat Aow calculated from the inside film conductance coefficient
to be 75.4 per cent of that based upon weather bureau observations. While
these facts cannot be accepted as final proof of error in the practice of basing
heat loss calculations directly on weather bureau data, they do represent strong
evidence of such an error.
Considerable variation in the magnitude and direction of the wind velocity
observed 3 ft outside the window was apparent. It was also apparent that these
velocities were usually lower than those recorded by the weather bureau. Fig.
4 shows the relation between the weather hureau wind velocities and those
ol~scrvcrl3 ft outside of rooms 707, 2706. 2718 2nd 2715. for all observations

0.232 V, where V is the wind velocity. This relation between the outside
surface cwfficient and the wind velocity is in agreement with values determined by the Laboratory in Pittsburgh and hy Professor Rowley at the
University of Minnesota. Colunln N gives the time when the maximum
calculated rate of heat flow occurred, which was most often in the early
forenoon.
Column 0 gives the average rate of heat flow through the glass based upon
the above considerations and the average temperature and wind velocity
recorded by the weather bureau for the period of the tests.
Column P gives the wind velocity and Column Q the temperature observed
3 f t outside of the window for room 2703 at the time of the maximum calculaterl
rate of heat flow. Column R gives tlie calculated rates of heat loss from .?
70 F room to the outside air for the observed wind velocities and temperaturcs
given in columns P and Q.
The rate of heat flow, H, through a window may be calculated from the
difference between the inside air temperature, t S , and the glass surface tenlperature, t,, if the inside surface film conductance coefficient f, is known, by the
formula :
H = f l (ts-tr)
(1)

'

-
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~ i k ~tile~ outside
i ~ ~film, conductance coefficient f o is given by the fornlula:

H

(2)

fa = )
-

where

f , = the outside temperature

Column S gives the values for tlie outside film conductance coefficient based
upon the inside room air temperature and the glass surface temperature
at the time of the maximum calculated rate of heat flow given in
column M. Column T gives the rate of heat flow through the glass based on
the values of f, given in colunln S, a value of f, = 1.65, an inside air temperature of 70 F, and the observed outside temperature 3 ft from the window.
Columns U, V and W give the percentages which the rates of heat flow
=iven in columns 0, R and T , respectively, are of the maximum rate of heat
flow given in column hf.
These percentages show that the heat flow through the window from a 70 F
room calculated from the observed temperatures and wind velocities outside of
the window is considerably lower than that calculated from the weather bureau
data. When the rate of heat flow is calculated from the observed relation
between the inside air temperature in the center of the room and the glass
surface temperature and the accepted inside film conductance coefficient, the
rli.;meoancv
...-. '
. between this value and that calculated from the weather bureau is
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in all tests when the weather bureau recorded a nortl~westwi~lcl.
are given by the points of the arrows which indicate the directionTile
in \,slues
wllicll
the wind outside the window was blowing wlten observed by a person facing
out of that particular window. For convenience in comparison, the lines,
which represent respectively conditions where the wind velocity outside of tllc
window was 100 per cent and 50 per cent of that recorded hy the weatller
bureau, are drawn. This relationship is better expressed for the eight directio~ls
of wind recorded by the weather bureau and for the different windows listcti.
in Table 2, which gives the average and maximum percentages of all observer1
velocities outside of each of the seven windows in terms of the concurrent
velocity recorded by the weather bureau. This table does not distinguisll
between direction of the velocities observed outside of the windo\\.s. The total
number of observations on which the average is based is also given togetller
with the number of observations for any particular windolv and wind velocity
which exceeded 50 per cent of that recorded by the weather bureau.
Table 2 indicates a decided reduction in the observed wind velocities 3 ft
from a window below that recorded by the weather bureau, and also a rather
definite~ relationship between this reduction for any window and the direction

of the wind. While in all cases tlie average wind velocity outside of the
window is considerably less than that recorded at the weather bureau, certain
windows, depending upon the direction of the wind, indicate occasional high
velocities. This reduction ia observed wind velocity near a building must
necessarily be an important factor in reducing the actual heat loss below that

broad front of the building it tended to split sideways in each direction,
giving high velocities for rooms 707 and 2715 which are near the corncrs of
tlie building. Most surprising, however, is the fact that the highest velocities
were experienced near certain 7th floor rooms where one would have expected
shielding due to buildings across the street. As an example, the observed wind
velocities were generally highest near room 707, having buildings extending to
above this Ievel on the opposite side of the street. Particularly was this truc
when the weather bureau reported a northwest, west or southwest wind, whicll
seemed to enter Grant Street near Third Avenue and blow in a northeastwardly direction through the canyon formed by the taller buildings on both
sides of Grant Street near anrl heyond Fourth Avent~e. These facts do not
agrcc with the frcqucnt prncticc of assuming a lolvcr winti for shcltcrc<l
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BETWEENOBSERVED
WIND 3 FT FROM WINDDWAND
FIG. 4. RELATION
WIND RECORDED
BY WEATHER
BUREAU.ALL DATAFOR A NORTHWEST
MAGNITUDE
AND
WINDAT WEATHFRBUREAU.ARROWPOINTSINDICATE
DIRECTION
OF WINDTO OBSERVER
FACING
WINDOWFROM WITHIN. LINES
INDICATE
OBSERVED
WINDSOF 100 PERCENTA N D 50 PERCENTOF WEATHER
BUREAU
VELOCITIES
estimated from weather bureau data. I n this connection it sl~ouldbe pointed
out that the velocity a few inches away from the glass or that actually affecting
the surface heat transfer may be even a lower percentage of the weather bureau
v.-.
~ l-u-e,s because
.
windows are set in several inches from the plane of the outside
nf- the
wall.
.... buildine
.
-

The relation between location of a room in a building and tlie average and
maximum winds observed near it as given in Table 2 and Fig. 4 is of special
interest. In general, the relation between wind velocity observed near the
surface and the weather bureau wind is more or less logical. As an example,
when the wind was from the northwest or when it was striking directly into

buildings. They seem to lend credence to claints concerning the ho~vlingwinds
through the canyons of New York and other large cities.
Fig. 5 shows the relation bctxveen the outside film conductance coefficient,
when calculated by formula (3), for all observatioc~s on roorn 707 anrl the
wind velocity observed outside the window. The curve giving values of
f,,
= 1.65+0.232 V is drawn for convenience in comparison. It will be
observed that most of the values of f, calculated from the inside air and glass
surface temperatures are considerably lower than those given by tlle curve for
the wind velocity observed 3 ft from the window. Similar data for all other
roonls show approximately the same relationship, indicating the probability o f
a considerably lower actual rate of heat flow througl~ windows than t l ~ a tcnlculated from wind velocities and tempemtares observed 3 ft from t l ~ ewindojv.
The effect \vlticll wind has on the outside film conductance coefficient for a
\\.;111 or window and therefore its effect on heat transfer is an~plyden~onstrat~d
hy the work of the Research Laboratory and Professor Rowley 2 at tile
University of Minnesota. These laboratory studies, however, gave results for
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definitely controlled conditions where the wind was parallel t o the wall surface
This does not necessarily apply for natural wind around a building.
T h e effect which wind has on heat loss from a building differs widely
according t o variations in wall construction and the percentage of wall and
window areas in the building. T h e effect of wind may be negligible for a well
insulated wall, while for a single thickness of glass it may become a very
important factor.
T h e exposed walls of the eight rooms studied in the Grant Building contained 42 per cenb of glass and metal sash and frame area, and 58 per cent
o f masonry walls. T h e masonry walls had a conductance of 0.413. Assuming
an inside film conductance coefficicnt of 1.65 and a n outside brick film conductance coefficient of fa = 2.0+0.4 V, where V is the wind velocity, the
heat transmission coefficient for the wall becomes 0.283 and 0.317 Btu per
square foot per hour per degree temperature difference for wind velocities
of zero and 15 mph. Assuming glass surface film conductance coefficients f , =
1.65 and f a = 1.65+ 0.232 V, and allowing no resistance to the flow of heat
for the glass itself, the heat transfer coefficient for the glass becomes 0.825,
and 1.248 Btu for the same wind velocities. T h e 15 mph wind increases the
heat transfer through the glass to 151 per cent of that for still air, which
heconies a considernhle percentage increase for the tot;~lhuilcling.

This report, dealing with wind velocities and temperatures near t h e windows
of several rooms, and their relation to weather bureau observations and heat
loss through windows, represents an analysis of a small phase of the study
made in the Grant Building during the past heating season. A s such it should
he considered as a single step in the analysis of a much more comprehensive
study. T h e results suggest reasons f o r shortcomings in the present methods
of estimating heating requirements o f buildings based upon improper application of local weather bureau records to conditions in the immediate environment
of a building. T h e findings here presented should not be considered final and
conclusive in demonstrating possible errors in the present methods of estimatin~:
heat losses. They should be accepted rather as strong evidence of such errors
to he considered in relation t o other evidence resulting from more complete
analysis of the data already collected in the Grant Building and elsewhere and
to future studies, which will probably be made in other types of buildings and
in other localities.
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DISCUSSION
W. C. RANDALL:
I am not surprised to learn that the a ~ ~ t h oof
r s this paper ob~erverl
that there were no particular relations between wind velocities recorded at the
observatory and those found on the face of the building at various locations.
In our investigations, from which data were received for the paper,a we noted
that the pressure effect of the wind was greater on the lower floors because it apparently was harder for the wind to spill around the buildings and get away and, therefore, build up pressure. As we measured the pressure drop between the outside and
the inside of the building higher up in the building we found, generally speaking,
that it decreased, and was negative, particularly in the upper stories. We also foun<l
that the stack effect caused, in a great many of the openings on the upper floors,
this reversal of pressure drop, and that floors midway between might either have
outflow or inflow, according to the location, particularly around the side of the
building. These observations are confirmed somewhat by the findings of the paper
under discussion.
This brings up the thought that the chapter on Infiltration in T H E A. S. H. V. E.
GUIDE1934 might logically be changed so it would not infer that there was a definite
infiltration of a window for certain wind velocities, but rather indicate that it was
a method of computing heating equipment and possible maximum heating loads. In
other words, if the cubic feet of air was changed to a heat factor, the method of
making a computation would be more simple and the inference, I believe, would he
more correct,
G. D. WINANS: It is interesting to note the results obtained by measuring the
wind velocities 3 ft from the building. In the experiments for the paper, Influence
of Stack Effect on the Heat Loss in Tall Buildings,4 by Axel Marin, attempts were
made to measure the wind velocities close to the building with no satisfactory results
due to the swirling effect of the wind at the building surface.
As explained in the aforementioned paper, measurements were made of the pressure difference across the windows of the various rooms by means of draft gages.
To determine the direction of the air movement on the outside of the building, large
volumes of tobacco smoke were discharged to the outside of the building through
the draft gage connections. The movement of the smoke was a rapid upward one
parallel with the building wall in all 3 test rooms. This was done while the wind
direction was normal to the building wall. The outside connections of the drait
gages were about 4 in. from the face of the wall.
W. W. TIMMIS: This Paper demonstrates very clearly the necessity for Conducting much more of our testing under actual field conditions than has been the practice
heretofore. It is becoming increasingly obvious that the standards developed as a
result of our laboratory investigations cannot in many cases be successfully applied
under actual working conditions.
When we begin to study the operation of heating systems as systems, and to study
the system in relation to the building it is called upon to service, we shall begin to
find out many things about heating which have not heretofore been apparent.
The matter of proper distribution of heating elements in the various rooms of a
building has assumed much greater importance during the past 5 or 6 years because
of the development of control systems in which control is obtained by regulating thr
flow of heating medium at the source, or of dividing the building into a numher
zones and controlling each zone by regulating the flow of heating medir~m at tllr
entrance to each of the zones into which the piping is divided.
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I n buildings in which this type of control is utilized it is of the utmost importance
that the heating elements be properly proportioned to the spaces they are intended
to serve. If they are not properly proportioned, the result is that in order to maintain the spaces which are relatively under-radiated at a desirable temperature, it is
necessary to overheat the spaces which are correctly proportioned, and to grossly
overheat spaces which are over-radiated.
It is incumbent upon all of us who are working with systems of this type to
forward such pertinent field data as may be obtained to the Committee and I for
one propose to do so.

